Georgia Bracelet by Candie Cooper

Supplies:
Dakota Stones JLW9073 Rose Quartz:
- 6mm rounds, 6x8mm nuggets, 4x6 rondelle
Dakota Stones Pink Agate Calla Lily Strand JLW9067
Beadalon Memory Wire Kit
Beadalon Memory Wire Shears
Beadalon Memory Wire Pliers
Extra scraps of delicate chain
Chain nose pliers

Cut 2 3/4 rounds of Beadalon bracelet size memory wire with the Beadalon Memory Wire Shears.

Make a loop a small loop using the Beadalon Memory Wire pliers at the end of the memory wire.

Open the loop with chain nose pliers and hang 4 pieces of chain, approximately 1 1/4” long.

String a pink agate bead onto the coil of wire followed by a spacer bead and quartz nugget bead.

Alternate stringing hematite spacer beads and rose quartz nugget beads, using the entire strand of rose quartz nugget beads.

String another pink agate calla lily bead and make a loop at the end of the wire so that all the beads are snug against each other.

Open the loop and hang 4 more pieces of chain.